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EDITORIAL 

Well, it's that time of the month when I have to think of something to say. Yes, I do have problems 
sometimes, but then again, don't we all! 

The response to my request for photos has been amazing - I now have enough snapshots to fill an 
encyclopaedia, so if your's don't appear immediately you'll know why. I believe some of the Neu.'castle boys were a 
bit peeved at the way I put a few photos of Wayne Collison in upside-down (two to be exact and one sideways). 
Sorry guys, but even the editor of the best magazine in the entire universe isn't perfect. What's the difference 
anyway? 

It's now official. Trikes are with us for a year whether you like it or not. The decision was voted on by the 
State Committies and Trikes won. Now comes the task of ratings, certification and other beaurocratic necessities, 
which will be handled (with much appreciated help from the Duncans) by our own HGFA. 

There is nothing more pleasing than 
landing after a good fly to hear that 
AUSTRALIA WON THE AMERICAN CUP 
hang gliding competition. I don't know the 
details as yet (hopefully I will receive a report 
when the boys get back), but the main thing is 
we WON, not the Yanks or the Poms. After we 
lost the last world championships to the 
English, this win should be a great confidence 
booster for the Oz's best pilots, who will 
undoubtedly win the next world championships 
at Buffalo. 

Recently I received an unsigned letter 
which, regrettably, I can't publish. I am 
prepared to print anonymous material only if I 
know who wrote it and/or if it contains no 
derogatory references to people or products. I 
won't explain why because the reasons are 
obvious. 

I remember in the past a request or two 
for more short stories in the mag, and I reckon it 
would be great, so if any of you doobies out 
there have a talent for producing short stories 
with hang gliders in them, get writing. It would 
improve our magazine tremendously. Speaking 
of writing, I've had just about enough of it for 
now, so see ya lata. 

Geoff 
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4 September 

A LESSON FOR ALL 
by C. Rushton 

Here is a tale of a flying crew of seven 
Who never left the ground but nearly got to heaven 
We drove up the mountain in the 4WD cruiser 
Little to suspect the drive down will be the bruiser 

Too strong to fly today, the tempting cos just that 
But we hung around anyway with a cuppa and a chat 
All aboard, heading down - the wind it fairly blew 
And this is how we nearly lost the Byron Bay crew 

In low range 4WD we came upon the steepest part 
A clonk was heard and suddenly we were a billy cart 
Mike and Golf and Mango - the boys realised quick 
Baled out the back, but not poor old Nick 

Along with Charlie and Bravo and the driver Delta 
The four of us rode it out - much like helter-skelter 
With sheared-off racks and steadies the gliders thumped the ground 
A nightmare coming true - a catastrophe of sound 

The screaming panic from the cabin - the truck it paid no heed 
Became a deathly silence with the now lethal speed 
A lot goes through your mind in times like these 
I remember staring past telegraph pole size trees 

Up ahead the track it turned about 
The final crunch was coming, there was no doubt 
Like a squeamish movie not wanting to recall 
I closed my eyes and tightened like a ball 

The sliding, sickening roll as over we went 
Hope we hit small ones, hope our luck's not spent 
The final lurch, silence, and a dusty awake 
Climb out the windscreen - do a stocktake 

All gathered round bruised and sore 
The truck a wreck, our gear all tore 
But all agreed, after what had been 
The sunset that day was the best ever seen 

signed The Survivors 

Bernard (Buffy) Ilodgkinson readys for launch at Mt. Tambourine. 



PODS $ 380 
WHY SPEND OVER $500 FOR A COMFORTABLE, STRONG, WELL 

FINISHED POD? 
These NZ pods are in stock now 

with 2 weeks delivery for custom colours 
* split colours * rainbow webbing * large front zip pocket 

* two drawstrings * zipped back pack carry bag 
* easily adjustable stirrup * many options 

AND WHY SPEND OVER $550 FOR A SET OF INSTRUMENTS? 
When you can buy an 'AFRO' VARIO / DIGITAL ALTIMETER 

for$525 
* 12 mths guarantee 

* large LCD altimeter with audio-only vario 
* modulated audio in lift AND sink 

* in 10ft increments or metres, switchable 
* We supply sill AFRO instruments, check our prices. 

PLUS - BRIDLES $30, ALTIMETERS $35, and much more 

FOILS and GYROS 
at below factory prices 

Phil Mathewson 
023982902 
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The Birds and the Bees 
by Jenny Hagan, refom1ed sandwich maker 

A subject rarely, if ever, di scussed 
in this magazine is what goes on 
behind the scenes, when a hang 
glider pilot goes home after a long 
day in the sky . Most wives, 
g irlfriends and boyfriends (where 
applicable) will know exactly what 
I'm talking about. 

The major attraction of hang 
gliding, to most pilots, is the thrill 
and adrenalin rush from being 500 
ft upwards, in the sky, without 
anything attaching them to solid 
ground. The feeling from what I've 
been told, is enough to make the 
sport "addictive" . A pilot can never 
get enough. As with most 
addictions, the addict will grab any 
chance to fulfil it. This is where 
the problem begins. 

In relationships as a couple, it is 
vital that a couple do activities 
together, without others, to ensure 
they don't grow apart as do a lot of 
married couples when children 
come along. But, when the pilot 
of the partnership, usually the male 
counterpart, forgets about this vital 
actiVIty with his loved one, 
problems arise. When the guy no 
longer asks the girl out and she has 
to ask him to take her out, when 
the winds are right on the Friday 
night weather report and there's a 
big cold silence, you can take these 
as warning signals of bigger things 
to come. 

It is sad to think that relationships 
do break up because of one partner's 
obsession for a sport or hobby, and 
in this case hang gliding is no 
different. The misunderstanding 
can be sorted out with a bit of 
consideration from BOTH parties. 
Is it ignorance from the pilot's half, 
or selfish demands from the loved 
one's haIr? Each partner may argue 
differently. Naturally, a guy is 
entitled to a day out with the boys, 
and similarly for the girls. There 
should also be that DAY out with 
each other because when you have a 
partner you have a responsibility. 

6 September 

A lot of hang glider pilots come 
across this problem when they take 
up the sport and try to accomodate 
to it. Unfortunately, ways they go 
about spending time with their 
partners is pure craftiness , stooping 
to being just plain low. 

A day at me beach is a great way to 
spend time with your partner. Just 
because the beach is P..ainbow 
Beach, Sunshine Beach or Byron 
Bay or any coastal hang gliding site 
around Australia, and me glider is 
on the roof of me car when you 
back out the driveway, · is pure 
coincidence. The same goes for 
the country drive, with the 
mountilin at the end of the road. 
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Other attempts - that of trying to 
make partners feel important by 
making them official sandwich 
makers, drivers or photographers -
just don't have the impacts they're 
meant to. Unless the wife or driver 
is totally dedicated to you or is 
absolutely stupid, then activities 
must be sought after that provide 
excitement for both parties 
together, without hang gliding 
having any part in it. If this can't 
be achieved, I guess you can kiss 
your relationship goodbye. 

Okay pilots, I know hang gliding 
must be exciting. Its obvious 
when a pilot gets out of bed at 
6.00am on a Sunday morning or 
stands freezing on top of a 
mountain waiting for winds to 
calm down. But I think you have 

! 



priorities when you have 
partners, unless of course hang 
gliding came first and you set 
down rules with your girlfriend 
before she became too close. 

It's a great sport. I'd never put 
IT down, but please rectify any 
problems at home before it's 
too late. 

Hang gliders are not very warm 
in bed, nor can they provide that 
inspiring conversation that you 
long for, so often, when you're 
alone. 

Mick COlts pushing the angle. Foil 155. 

Trike record 

John Clark 
(Charlie Red Truck) 
has broken the world 
distance record for an 
ultralite by flying his 
trike 790 kms 

Denis Cummings and 
Charlie drove to Broken 
Hill, NSW where Charlie 
started his flight at about 
6am on August 1st. 
Carrying about 100 litres 
of fuel on one of the 
Duncos' "Grunters" and 
aided by a tailwind he flew 
to Sandy Hollow, near 
Singleton in the Hunter 
Valley, NSW. Apparently 
he would have flown 
further but was forced to 
the ground by turbulence. 

An official world record 
for his· attempt has been 
applied for. 
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Part 1 

by Chicken George 

I am often asked" What is 
most difficult about flying 
inland?" I usually reply "You 
should qualify for PR5 when you 
can perform the following task". 
Observed by two safety officers, not 
necessarily together on the same 
day, locate a field from the air, land 
safely and pack up without getting 
covered in cowshit. 

Probably not a sensible answer to a 
serious question, but it conveys the 
message that inland conditions can 
be a bit different from what a 
coastal pilot might expect. If he 
thinks that it might get a bit 
eXCItIng, his opinion will be 
confirmed the day that he finds the 
only alternative to hitting a barbed 
wire fence is to land in a group of 
stud bulls on the other side. 

The purpose of this mini-series of 
articles is to guide a pilot to prepare 
himself as mich as possible for 
inland flying, by training at his 
favourite coastal sites. 

I would suggest that no pilots 
should allow anyone to coax them 
to a high altitude take off before 
they are familiar with basic glider 
trim, and spot landing well clear of 
a lift band. 

Imagine an opening scene like a 
Hollywood scenario, where a trainee 
has flown clear from the take off. 
Does he do a copy book glide and 
bottom landing? Does he do a 
series of lazy 360's and we don't 
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realise that he has been out of 
control until he hits the hillside? 
Does he amaze us by being the 
first person to overshoot the 
bottom paddock by a half 
kilometre? Or does he break the 
speed record from top to bottom? 
What are his own first 
impressions? 

He is flying this inland site when 
there is supposed to be no thermal 
activity but his glider pitche3 up or 

down irregularly. No sooner does 
he relax and pull in a touch for bar 
pressure than it begins pitching 
again. He's been about 500 ft 
above the ocean before but as he 
looks at the ground 1500 ft below 
he seems to be motionless -
wondering if he will ever make it 
out to the landing. He gets a bit 
confused about airspeed and on top 
of all this the glider wants to tum 
of its own accord and he "has to 
keep niggling at · it io get back on 
course. Will the memory of this 
flight be like a pleasant dream or a 
nightmare? 

Well the scene fades out here and 
we flash back to the coast where 
our pilot can use some . advise 
about starting into thermal 
territory. 

Equipment 
Your glider: any make or model 
that is to certification standard and 
in safe condition will be OK for 
thermalling. Just be aware that 
low speed range, single surface 
gliders will be enjoyable in light 
winds but you should get to know 
what wind strength is too much. 

An apron harness might be all right 
for gliding to the bottom, but as 
you learn to gain height riding 
thermals, a warm comfortable 
hammock/cocoon/pod type harness 
is a big asset, and since thermals 
are turbulent then a parachute 
becomes necessary, even if only for 
peace of mind while you are getting 
used to the unfamiliar turbulence. 

You might as well begin budgeting 
now because as you become keen 
you will also need a vario and an 
altimeter. 

But for now, get an air speed 
indicator. They are not expensive 
and one will be a big help while 
getting to know your glider 
performance as you try a few new 
tasks at the coast. 

In the meantime, while you arc 
waiting impatiently for next 
month's Skysailor, Practise 
whatever turns you are into. 
Practise both ways, don't become a 
right hand fanatic. Remember the 
words of Lord Nelson "I would give 
my right arm to be ambidextrous" 

Watch everybody else taking off 
and bottom landing. Do your best 
to analyse why some are good and 
others not so good, also ....... 

Jim Snee(zing) 



SAILPLANE COURSES 

* WEEKEND - introduction to 3-axis 
control 

* MIDWEEK - 5 day training to solo 
standard 

* X-COUNTRY - them1alling and 
outlanding techniques 

All courses are designed specifically for hang 
glider pilots - o:aining is ~ith a sailplane 
instructor who IS an expenenced and current 
hang glider pilot. 

Courses will be held at our Hunter Valley site 
or at Parkes. 

CONTACT ROB THOMPSON 
(049) 63 4253 

(before 7pm - 7 days) 

HGFA PRODUCTS 

Cut out the order form below and retum 
it with cheque and money order to: 

HGFA, 
Sports House 

508/157 Gloucester St 
SYDNEY 2000 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

HGFA requires a secretary's aide 
at Sports House, Gloucester St, 

Sydney. 
The job hours are flexible but is 

envisaged that the person would spend a 
minimum of three mornings in the office. They 
should be available to work a minimum of four days 
per week throughout the peak period of 
December to February. 

The applicants should have recent 
secretarial experience and demonstrable typing 
skills . 

A knowledge of hang gliding is not 
necessary but preference will be ~iven to th?~e 
applicants who are conversant With ha~g ghd~n~ 
terminology. In any case , comprehensive training 
will be given. 

The pay is based on an hourly rate 
up to a maximum of $1 0,000 p.a. 

All applicants initially should phone 
or write to the address below and of course all 
applications and enquiries will be treated as strictly 
confidential . 

HGFA 
SPORTS HOUSE 

508/157 GLOUCESTER ST 
SYDNEY 2000 

Tel 251 2704 BH or 3982902 AH 
i..etters should be marked "secretarial position" 
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by Martyn Yeomans 

It is with considerable 
dismay that I have witnessed (and 
indeed been party to ) the rancour 
and unpleasantness that has arisen 
from what was, and remains, such a 
well-intentioned proposition, i.e. 
the updating of the rating system. 

The whole thing started 
back in May 1985 when the new 
Sydney-based HGFA Executive 
Committee took over from the 
previous Melbourne-based 
Committee. At that Convention, 
I, on behalf of my fellow 
Committee members, tabled a list 
of matters which we hoped to 
tackle during the next 12 months. 
One of the items was .... 

"2. RATING SYSTEM. 
Assist in the finalisation and 
acceptance of a revised rating 
system to reflect the current 'stste 
of the art' as far as gliders, 
instruction, skills and 
knowledge are concerned. Target 
date for implementation: January 
1st, 1986." 

No delegates at the 
Convention expressed any 
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opposition to this stated aim. 
During the next few 

months, the 7 Committee 
members, both individually and 
jointly at Committee meetings, 
began formulating ideas and 
proposals. (It became obvious early 
on that a J an. 1 st target date was 
not achievable so proposed 
implementation was put back to 
July 1st, ie. after the 1986 
Convention). 

On October 18th, 1985, I 
sent the first part of our draft 
proposals to all State Committees. 
The initial material comprised the 
following: 

a) A general rundown on 
why we thought a major review 
was needed and broad-brush details 
as to how we thought the system 
could be revised and the overall 
philosophy behind our ideas. 

b) Specific 'aims' for each 
of the three levels (as originally 
proposed). 

c) Completed, fully detailed 
draft of the first rating level 
(Novice', as originally proposed). 

d) General comments as to 
possible conversion from the old 
system to the new, general 
comments as to the operation of 
the next two levels - 'Intermediate' 
and 'Advanced'. 

At the end of my covering 
letter, I said ... "At this stage we 
would prefer not to ask for 
comments from the membership at 
large. Rather, we would prefer the 
proposals to be discussed at 
Committee leveL" This was 
not, as has been implied, an 
attempt to exclude members 
generally from the decision making 
process or to keep them in the dark; 
rather, it recognised that our 
proposals were just that and until 
we had finalised an entire system 
which your representatives - the 
State Committees, were prepared to 
support, it would be unworkable to 
solicit comments from 1500 
individuals. After all, one assumes 
that committees (including the 
HGFA Committee) are elected 
because a) they are able to be 
representative of a wide cross
section of pilots and b) they have 
the time, energy, willingness and 
expertise to deal with hang gliding 
matters on behalf of their fellow 
members. 

In December 1985, a short 
'report' which I wrote was 
published in Skysailor, firstly 
advising members that the Rating 
System was being looked at; and 
second, giving some broad details 
of the general direction our 
proposals were heading. This 
initial report was intended to head 



off any suggestion that we were 
doing things in some sort of 
secretive or underh,md way, and 
also, to invite members who had 
any particular ideas on the Rating 
System, to make them known to 
their Slate Committee. In other 
words, we wanted to generate a bit 
of interest in, and constructive 
thinking about, a very important 
issue. 

On December 31st, 1985, I 
mailed out to all State Committees 
the second and final part of our 
proposals. This second "issue" set 
out in detail the proposals for the 
middle ("Intermediate") and top 
level ("Advanced") ratings. In my 
covering letter, I asked each State 
Committee to send their responses 
(in writing) to our proposals back 
to the HGFA Committee as soon 
as possible, so that a "final" 
version (or as final as possible) 
could be collated and circulated 
prior to the Convention. Our 
intention was that once a final 
revision was agreed on (hopefully 
at the Convention) by all State 
Committees, then full details 
would have been published for 
ratification and/or further comments 
by members. 

Whilst some State 
Committees (S.A. and Qld.) very 
quickly responded to the first 
"issue" of our proposals (those sent 
out in October) only NSW and Vic. 
saw fit to respond to the completed 
proposals which were dispatched 
right at the end of the year. In any 
event, the response from VHGA 
was a single page letter. 

In the meantime, based on 
only partial knowledge of the facts, 
the "hate" campaign had begun in 
"Skysailor", nearly all of it 

negative and emotionally based. 
Members who had only . 

brief details to go on, were 
encouraged by some individuals to 
believe that the HGFA proposals 
were to be bulldozed through, 
regardless of what the average 
member may think. Nothing could 
be further from the truth! If each 
State Committee had done as I 
requested, i.e. put their responses to 
us by March 31st, 1986 in writing, 
we would have been able to make 
all the necessary amendments to 
our original proposals based on the 
majority opinions and objections. 
As it happens, this is basically 
what was decided on at the 
Convention but unfortunately, a lot 
of unnecessary aggro and wasted 
pages in the magazine have 
occurred in the meantime. 

As many members will 

now appreciate, we (the HGFA 
Committee) had no trouble 
accepting the majority opinion 
that, for example, there should be 4 
levels instead of 3; we had no 
objections to naming the 'top level' 
something other than 'Advanced'; 
i.e. "Advanced" under the new 
system would imply the same 
general standard as it does at 
present; the conversion "formula" 
would be simplified and so on. 

Unfortunately, the 
comments made both in 
"Skysailor" and put directly to the 
HGFA Committee (at least prior to 
the Convention) were so sparse and 
emotional that we didn't have a lot 
to go on in terms of revamping our 
original proposals and presenting 
"Mark 2" to the Convention. 

In their wisdom, the State 
delegates decided at the Convention 
that all State Committees should 
put pen to paper and submit their 
detailed and formal comments to 
HGFA by the end of July (sound 
familiar? I asked for the same 
thing last December). 

Once all States have 
circulated their comments a further 
meeting will be convened of State 
delegates at which a final version 
will be agreed upon. Members 
should be aware that such a venture 
will cost approximately $2500 in 
airfares' and accommodation, in 
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addition to the $5000 or more 
already spent at the 
Convention. 

A formal and highly 
detailed submission was very 
quickly compiled by John 
Reynoldson for VHGA soon 
after the Convention. 
Surprisingly, much of it reads 
word-for-word the same as the 
proposals finalised by the 
HGFA Committee in 
December, e.g. the reasons 
why the rating system needs to 
be revised, a thorough updating 
of questions, a suggestion for 
towing and other 
endorsements, a 4 level scheme 
raising the overall standard for 
the "top" level and so on. I 
congratulate John on such a 
fine piece of work and am 
genuinely glad that he (and 
presumably the entire VHGA 
Committee) have now accepted 
that most of our ideas were not 
so crazy after all. 

That's about all that 
needs to be said, I think. One 
final 'plea'- if you've got 
something to say on this or 
any other issue, don't resort to 
personal abuse; go to your 
State and/or club meetings and 
make your views known to 
your elected representatives. 
We have a demorcratic system, 
administered (in general) by 
concerned, competent and 
reasonably intelligent people. 
Give them credit for having the 
best interests of the sport 
always at heart. 

12 September 
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COMP, CORNER 

The EllNGELLA competition will be 
from 28th Sept to 5th Oct inclusive. 
The compo is sponsored primarily by 
'Challet'and 'Ansett"_ 

There is £6000 prize money, paid to 
the first 10 places, plus $800 of air 
tickets, a Moyes pod, an Enterprise 
pitchy, trophies and a possibility of 
further sponsorship from a brewery. 

The NSWHGA state titles will be 
[rom Sat. 25th Oct to Sat 1st Nov. 
inclusive. The emergency stand-by day 
is Sun. 2nd Nov. 
Entry fee is $85 
Entries to R.A. Barnes, 
Lot 1 The Lakesway, 
Pacific Palms NSW 2428. 
Phone 065 540416. 
Entries close 1st Oct. 

Note: 
NSW State Titles format and 
scoring has been altered from last 
year to bring it into line with FA! 
Compo Rules.Further details of 
entries and fees are available from 
the Meet Director Ian Hird 
Lot 4,Coolamon Dr 
Coorabell NSW 2479 

Tel. 066 847328 

87 Masters 
26/1/87 - 8/2/87 
Mt Buffalo 
Craig Worth 065 592713 

Parkes Tow Comp 
1/1/87 - 11/1/87 
Denis Cummings 
065724747 

CDDPLA CUP 
Date Oct long weekend, 4,5,6th. 
All welcome 
$15 entry fee 
Enquiries: Bob Barnes 
065540416 



THE NEW MOYES BOYS 

Introducing the New Moyes Boys .. 

Hang gliding's most famous family is 
proud to announce the next generation 
of Moyes Boys. 

Here they are seen riding a factory 
special skateboard - Jack on the nose, 
Bluey at the CO. and Ben on the keel. 

Previously kept under wraps, it's now 
time to show the world some future 
champions as Ben is now airborne. 

At the ripe old age of eleven Ben is 
pictured here under a 150 Mars, and the 
watchful eyes of his father Karl and 
grandfather Bill. Ben makes his own 
final and is rumoured to have developed 
a perfect flare. 

Ben's mother Sue flew in the old flat 
kite days when her father Bill was 
developing the delta wing. 

With two flying generations of Moyes 
behind him, Ben is set to take over 
from Uncle Steve in a few more years. 

Bluey and Jack need a few more years 
before they fly, according to mums 
Debbie and Vicky. However, being 
grandchildren of Bill Moyes and 
already swimming and riding 
skateboards at 1 1/2 yrs seems to 
suggest that hang gliding is a mere 
formality. 

Sue can do illOO ... !! 
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STATE AND CLUB NEWS 

SUBMISSION FOR THE REVISION OF THE 
RATING SCHEME. ...... . 

HANG GliO ING ASSOCIA liON 

........ CO-ORDINA TOR'S REPORT 

Our quite detailed submission is now complete. Copies are now available from the QHGA Executive or 
myself if they prefer. I would recommend that one be sent to all who contributed in writing, and especially one to 
each Qld club. 

Below is a summary of the problems and solutions members suggested, which I have attempted to reconcile 
within one cohesive framework. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

PROBLEM 
How to accomodate trikes. 
How to cater for the provisions of 
ANO 95.8 
How to cater for advancing standards. 

SOLUTION 
Submission compiled by Errol Gallant. 
Inclusion of revelant questions in PR 1/2. 

Toughen up tasks and theory questions, and 
convert PR 5 to an indication of an indication of 
a current standard of excellence. 

4. How to accommodate car and trike 
towing. Separate tasks and theory of PR 1,2 &3 into 

two pathways which may be followed together 
or separately. 5. How to accommodate towing as an 

alternative means of instruction and 
flying. 

The over riding parameter set by members for the resolution of the above problems was themaintainence of 
the present system. Hence the solutions are in the form of adjustments and supplements to it. 

There were a few interesting ideas that could not be reconciled within our state's submission. This was 
because they were either not relevant to a rating scheme revision, or were incompatible with the majority view. 
They were as follows: 

A. Pilots should use aircraft radios, (as in NZ), so as to permit flight in controlled air space 
eventually. . 

B. Ratings 4 & 5 should be "reserved" for inland flyers only. 
C. Trike flyers should be recognised by HGFA only if currently holding a PR 3 or above, 

and their machines are fitted with "bullet" type parachutes. 
D. Introduce a new rating to be known as "RANGIE" for pilots who have a special affinity 

with trees. 

Gary Davie - fanatic 

14 September 



STATE AND CLUB NEWS Continued .. 

CAIRNS\ =====-S\ HANG GUDING CLUB 

CAIRNS CORNER 

Ernie, "haven't you tried 
fried snake?", that's who. Don't 
worry about Ernie, in the last two 
weeks here in Cairns we have had 
three Southern fliers miss the 
landing area. One barely got in the 
air when his hang glider tried to 
mate with a car. The car put up a 
struggle and sustained about $1000 
worth of damage, while the hang 
glider ruffled its feathers quite 
badly. Unfortunately this is the 
first accident of this nature that has 
occured at this site in 12 years, as 
can be imagined, the locals are not 
impressed. 

Then to add insult to injury 
the pilot abused the owner of the 
car as one of our members found 
out to his horror when he returned 
to the caravan park at which they 
were both staying. The local rag 
got the story and threw it on the 
front page. They love stories like 
that. Fortunately the pilot in 
question left town so that the local 
pilots can try to explain the story. 

The next one who has 
flown this site a few times, lost 
control in light conditions and 

came in rather hard breaking both 
wrists, he's not very happy with 
himself. 

The last one who is a hang 
one, flew too south right out of the 
lift band, did not respond to calls 
on the radio, consequently he landed 
very softly in some of our lush 
green tropical vegetation. 

Apart from this, life drifts 
blissfully by up here. The sun 
shines and the warm tropical 
breezes blow. "That's for your 
benefit Len." 

We"re about to have our 
first "FRED STOKES 
MEMORIAL TROPHY" compo 
This compo is in honour of Fred 
who passed away in Feb. this year. 
It is to be a perpetual compo and 
there is a magnificent trophy the 
size of a small fridge. Needless to 
say everybody wants to be the first 
to be presented with it, so it should 
be keenly contested by all our · 
members. 

The preparations for the 
Gillies Compo are under way with 
the first money raising raffle nearly 
sold out already. The compo will 
be on the weekend following 
Eungella, so come further North 
and see the real tropics. We have 
no idea as yet what the prizes will 
be, but just think of the glory. 

The club ranks are being 
swollen again with the completion 
of another school and it seems there 
is another one to follow in a few 

.--- . -
~ 
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~ 
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weeks. Our coastal site has 
undergone some dramatic changes 
in the last few weeks with the 
Main Roads Dept. doing some 
improvements in the parking area. 
In the process they have dumped 
1000 cubic yards over the front of 
our take-off area, now we have to 
grow more grass. 

That's it for now. 
Secretary. 

Well that's it. The great 
Fred Stokes Memorial Trophy has 
been won. The compo had to be 
run over over two days due to 
unfavourable weather conditions. 

there was a good roll up 
with pilots arriving from as far 
away as Yeppoon and Townsville. 
Altogether there was 25 pilots, five 
in the PR 1,2 group and twenty in 
the PR 3,4,5 group. 

Competition was fierce 
with several pilots ending up down 

on the beach m their attempf to fly 
fast lap times. After the time was 
up Ray Parsons took the PR 3,4,5 
honours with Ethel and Kevin 
Gilligan right up his tail. Terry 
Way cleaned up in the PR 1,2 class 
with three laps. 

There was a great deal of 
revelery around the camp fire that 
night with the club esky needing 
constant refilling, as most of the 
competitors camped at the beach for 
the night. 

Sunday - and it's open 
distance for the PR 3,4,5. Thanks 
to D of A for giving us permission 
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STATE AND CLUB NEWS Continued .. 

to fly in controlled airspace. The 
PR 1,2 have a spot landing to 
contend with. 

Though its a long time to 
get enough height to go North, the 
majority of pilots made an attempt. 
Some only made the bomb-out 
beach, while others went for it. 
Some say he just sleezed it but we 
all know you just can't keep a good 
man down, so Tony Kerr won with 
Ethel second and Kevin Gilligan 
third (even though it took some 
time to retrieve his kite from the 
sugar cane that he landed in). The 
spot landing was not decided till 
late as the PR 1,2 were enjoying 

their flying too . much to worry 
about landing. When they finally 
did, John French was closest with 
Grant Parry and Warren Weeks 
coming second and third. 

Now the great equation. Do 
two seconds rate as a win? Yes, 
so Ethel was awarded the trophy by 
Dora Stokes on behalf of her late 
husband Fred. There was more 
revelery and the esky was finally 
emptied of all its contents. Ethel 
looked very happy as he squeezed 
the trophy into Bill Gartners little 
Honda to return to Townsville, 
muttering something about another 
trophy cabinet and where would he 

put it. 
This was the fIrst Fred 

Stokes Perpetual Memorial Trophy 
and if they are all as much fun as 
this one was we should have some 
good times ahead. 

While on the subject of 
comps., Ansett have donated a 
return ticket for one to one of the 
following destinations - Darwin, 
Alice Springs or Townsville. This 
will be just one of the prizes in the 
Gillies Camp. on October lIth & 
12th, which is the week after 
Eungella. 

---- -----~ 

~~--------------~--~--~-----l-----.~---~~--------------~ ~t4 

Cairns crocodile is about to 
claim our very own Dundee. Bill 
and Fay Gartner are leaving us 
- again. I think they only do it for 
the expensive farewells! Or maybe 
they can only stand us for so long. 

Bill got lost after a day's 
flying early this year, and missed a 
meeting at which he was naturally 
voted in as club president. Now we 

16 September 

have to do the "lucky dip" thing 
again. As club sec. I would urge as 
many people as possible to 
nominate --- Rangies going big 
with how to vote cards again. He's 
already started kissing baby's, cats 
and even smiled at Sasha last 
weekend. 

Venue will be ALEC'S 
PLACE. He now has hot and cold 
running electricity and a barbie to 
boot. No point in giving the date 
as by the time this comes out in 
Skysailor it'll be too late --- but at 
least you'll know what you missed. 

Also a notice of motion has 
been received from Dave Donaldson 
regarding his intention to introduce 
some standard towing procedures to 
be adopted by our club. So bring 
along any ideas. 

Phil Whiteley, better 
known thes days as a commercial 
pilot and sailplane instructor, will 
be invited to interpret the jargon of 
our new ANO (for us dumb 
bastards who can only read 
FOSTERS and XXX X). Naturally 
the club bar will operate as usual. 

I would like to draw your 
attention to the excellent article on 
First Aid by Mike Fuery in July's 
Skysailor. Some of his ideas 
ought to be adopted as standard 
practice by our club. You know 
the quickest way to get an 
ambulance to most coastal sites is 
via the Coast Guard - their 
emergency frequency crystal can be 
plugged into some hand held C.B's. 

Regards 
Shane Newell 
Secretary 



STATE AND CLUB NEWS Continued .. 

12 pilots took part in the club competition 
held at Rosin's Lookout, Beechmont on the 15th 
of June. It was to have been at Tamborine Mt. 
but the venue had to be changed due to ~ switch in 
the wind direction. The weather conditions were 
not conducive to X.c. flying, so in desperation we 
had a landing accuracy task. The competitors had 
to gain sufficient height, fly the one km to the 
cricket oval. The spot being in the middle of the 
oval. There were some interesting landings due to 
the turbulence and strong winds present in the 
landing area, but most people got very close to the 
spot. 

MARK BERRY won landing on the spot, 
WAYNE BAZELEY 2nd, TIM QUICK 3rd, 
WAYNE LEE 4th, NEIL SHAFFER 5th, and 
EION ROBINS 6th. We were strict about the rule 
that only the rear of the keel and tips of the leading 
edges being allowed to touch the ground, as well 
as the pilots feet of course. So even though the 
rest of the feild landed near the spot they were 
disqualified for their rather less than perfect 
landings. 

N.A.S.S .A. now has available its new club 
stickers. All members are getting one free but non
members can obtain them for $1 per sticker. The 
stickers are already proving to be very popular and 
we only have a limited number, so if you want 
one hurry. 

The summer is coming!! 

Time to check the '01' diver, tune the vario and re-calibrate the 
barograph. 

With our new ANO, as well as SOl"e extra height concessions, 
now is the time to prepare for those I"ng s=-",er L~c=.1 /lights 

To help eliminate those wasted "wind over the back" and 
"too windy to launch from the top of the hill" days you'll 

probably plan on doing some tow launching. 
Now's the time to get your tow gear organised You'll need a 

DC TOW LOAD 

TOWING TENSION METER Delux with buzzer 
$150 + $5 p&p 

Economy, no buzzer 
$\30+ $5 p&p 

TOW ROPE .......... 250 m (about 800ft) rolls, $30 + freight. 
LEADERS ............ 3m long - $2 ea. + freight 
WEAK LINK ......... rolls - makes 100's - $5 ea. + freight 
TOW BRIDLES ...... .Iarge diameter, low stretch cord with 

"panic snap" release - $27.50 + $2.50p&p 

NOW AVAlLABLE - TOTAL ENERGY (T.E.) PROBES 
FITTED TO YOUR FAVOURITE VARJO 

$60 + $5 p&p. 
Yes, we can do it on Hummingbirds , Balls and many others!!! 
Probes can be mounted on top of the kingpost or adjacent the 

vano. 

Denis Cwnmings 
Dights Crossing 
Singleton 2330 

Ph : (065) 72 4747 
Phone for details of our TOWING CLASSES fcar towing now -

trike towing AS SOON AS DOA give approval). 
Level I & 2 Car towing classes - $80 for weekend. 

N.A.S.S.A. itself is looking a lot healthier these 
days. We are having a slow but steady increase in 
membership numbers with new faces appearing at every 
meeting. More pilots are taking advantage of activities and 
competitions that are being organised by the club, both 
members and non-members. The club is trying to urge on 
the more experienced members in aspects of flying such as 
X.C. and competition techniques with the Ramsay Cup 
awards, the competition league, and a new award for the 
longest single flight. 

N.A.S.S.A. is also trying to help the fledglings in 
the sport by providing a venue where information can be 
passed on i.e. monthly meetings. And flying with the club 
they are able to fly in groups with more experienced pilots 
so as to be at the right place at the right time. This gives 
them the best chance to get the most airtime possible, and 
variety of sites, whilst hopefully staying out of trouble. 

One of the most successful competitions the club has 
run took place on 6th July at Tamborine.)Mt. Thirty -one 
pilots took part in the competition, with pilots from the 
Nobby Club, the Northside of Brisbane, the Gold Coast and 
a few from NSW. The event was an elapsed time race around 
a 21km course, with pilots flying against the clock as they 
attempted to complete the course. The competitors after 
launching had to fly south along the mountain range to 
where it ends near Canungra, go around a tum point and then 
fly north along the full length of the range to Nth Tamborine 
which meant racing past the launch area on the way. At Nth 
Tamborine they then had to build up height and glide off the 
end of the range 5 kms to the finish line at Tamborine 
Village. Of the thirty one competitors thirteen completed 
the course and made the goal, the winners doing it in very 

. quick time. 
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STATE AND CLUB NEWS Continued .. 

PIill., FARQUHARSON of 
the Gold Coast won with a time of 
40 minutes. ERROL GALLANT 
and GEOFF TULLOCH came 2nd 
and 3rd, their times were 45 and 47 
minutes respectively. BERNIE 
(SPEEDY) GONSALVES and 
MARK BERRY were equal 4th 
with 57 mins. In 5th place was 
CHICKEN GEORGE, Ihr and 1 
min; 6th was MIKE ZUP ANC 
with 1 hr and 4 mins; 7th JERRY 
PURNELL, Ihr 5 mins; 8th was 
ELON ROBINS 1 hr 13 mins; 9th 

Dear Sir, 
I am writing this letter 

to formally advise you that a 
club has been formed in 
Ballarat. At this point in time 
it is officially known as the 
"Ballarat Hang Gliding 
Club", of which I have been 
elected as President. Attached 
is a list of the names and 
addresses of the current 
members. 

I hope to promote the 
growth of hang gliding in this 
region and would greatly 
appreciate any assistance you 

18 September 

SCOIT TUCKER. Ihr 25 mins; 
10th TREVOR CRANE, Ihr 28 
mins; 11th ROD BERNARD, 2hrs 
6 mins; 12th WAYNE LEE, 2hrs 
22mins; 13th was DICK L YS who 
landed 1 km short of goal;. 14th 
was HANK V AN RAAL TE, one 
and a half kms short; 15th TIM 
QUICK, 2 and a half kms short. 

Other pilots made the 
turnpoint but didn't make it back to 
Nth Tamborine and had to land in 
the normal landing area at the foot 
of the mountain. A few made the 

may be able to offer the club, 
especially in regards to 
literature and films on 
training. 

Please advise me, at 
your earliest convenience, of 
what is expected of me as 
president and what is 
available to the club through 
the HGFA. 

Thanking you in 
anticipation. 

Yours sincerely 
Michael Pendlebury 

turnpoint, but being too low to 
continue back had to land near 
Canungra. The rest took off as 
conditions were dying and some had 
only a quick glide to the bottom as 
the lift became elusive to find by 
mid-afternoon. 

As a whole, the day was 
very successful, the event being 
very exciting for pilots and 
spectators alike. 

Biggles. 

CURRENT 
MEMBERS OF THE 
BALLARAT HANG 
GLIDING CLUB: 

Michael Pendlebury 
(President) 
Bruce Atkinson 
Gary Hickson 
Bill Jeffreys 
Colin Johnson 
Jim Walsh 
Kathleen Parkin 
Peter Weston 
Steve Young 
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Just like to let it be known that the IJf 
"Leading Edge Hang Gliding Club" has been 
formed to service pilots in the northern Brisbane 
area. We had a good turn out of twenty four 
pilots at our first meeting. People who had 
been flying in the area for years, whom I had 
never met, turned up. The club seems to have 
brought isolated groups of pilots together and a 
free exchange of information and experience has 
improved both the standard and safety of flying 
for all. 

Within the club we have established 
agents for a variety of manufacturers of hang 
gliders and equipment. This will make it easier 
for both newcomers to the sport and for the 
advancing pilot. 

The club is establishing new sites and 
flying is looking very healthy indeed on the 
north side of Brisbane. For the competition 
minded pilot, With both the Leading Edge and 
Nobby Area clubs running regular comps., there 
is plenty of action. 

PS. Still like to see more people. 
Contact: Sec. Bernard (Speedy) 

Gonsalves 
Ph (071) 955697 AH. 
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About two years ago members of 
the club spent a considerable 
amount of time and money erecting 
four signs in the landing areas on 
Bald Hill to warn spectators not to 
go near the landing areas. Two 
were placed at both ends of the 
landing area west of the monument 
and two were placed near the toilet 
block. 

The northernmost sign was placed 
in a spot selected by 6 experienced 
Stanwell Pilots, and it was 
cemented in. The reasons for 
placing the signs near the toilet 
blocks were to prevent people 
being hit by landing gliders. There 
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have been two serious accidents 
invol ving spectators in that top 
landing area. Each of them cost 
our insurance company over $7000 
in compensation and was 
significant in raising the premium 
level in subsequent years. 

Just recently the top sign has been 
removed and smashed. We suspect 
that hang glider pilots may be 
responsible. After the signs 
destruction two pilots removed the 
poles because they were a safety 
risk. The club would like to thank 
Bill Capaan and Bill Elder for their 
effort to maintain safety standards 
at Stanwell Park. 

After that particular sign was put in 
a couple of pilots did complain that 
it was too close to a possible 
landing point. They were told by 
members of the club that if they 
wished to move it further to the 
west, they were free to do so, but 
they could spend their own time 
and effort in shifting it. The fact is 
that it was not too close because 
any pilot who got anywhere near 
the sign was overshooting far too 

much, and should have aborted well 
beforehand. The danger of colliding 
with it was quite small as it was 
only one foot off the ground. 

Instead of it being shifted, it has 
been forcibly removed and smashed 
beyond repair, and the remnants 
just left on the ground. We don't 
want to engage in a vendetta 
against vandals, but the cost of 
replacing the sign is in the vicinity 
of some $150. The Department of 
A viation insisted on the sign being 
there when they gave us certain 
concessions about top landings. 
We are quite happy to put the sign 
in a bit further to the west if a 
minority of pilots would prefer 
that. But it is only proper that the 
persons responsible for the damage 
should pay for it. Please send a 
bank cheque if you want to remain 
anonymous to the Club c/- : 

Marisa Brook 
89 Ourimbah Rd 
Mosman. 2088. 



STATE AND CLUB NEWS Continued .. 

Rick Martin launches his Foil at the '85 Oz Nationals 

This month I have some good news 
for those of you wondered whatever 
happened to the social side of hang 
gliding at Stanwell Park. Thanks 
mainly to the enthusiasm of our 
new secretary, Marisa Brook, the 
last meeting showed a 500% 
increase in attendance, plus a 
significant number of new 
members signing up. 

at the business end of the meeting 
Bill Capaan expressed concern at 
the poor landing approaches and 
casual attitudes of pilots to local 
rules, eg: 
flying too far back into the park on 
approach 
not taking into account localised 
effects of wind 
landing on the grassed area short of 
the chute and 
landing on the point of Bald Hill. 

PLEASE. ..... FOR YOUR 
SAFETY AND THE 
SAFETY OF 
BYSTANDERS, FLY 
CAUTIOUSLY IN THE 
VICINITY OF THESE 
AREAS, ESPECIALLY IF 
YOU HAVEN'T BEEN 
FLYING MUCH LATELY 
AND ARE A LITTLE 
RUSTY!! 

A request was also made to look 
into putting coloured balls on the 
power lines at the back of the 
lagoon. This is being looked into. 

If you are still unfamiliar with any 
aspect of the area, ask somebody. 
Or better still, purchase a Stanwell 

Park Guide for only $4.50 from 
Marisa, Kieran Tapsell, Icecream Bill 
or HGFA. It is quite 
comprehensive. 

Other discussion included an offer of 
setting up a Hang Gliding Display 
Team which sounds promising, and 
the competitions for the 1988 
Bicentenary. More on those next 
issue. 

With that concluded, a table of food 
prepared by Marisa was devoured and 
Steve Powter brought out some 
amazing Super 8 footage from the 
early 70's (amazing that those gliders 
flew at all!) Other movies were from 
the Owens Valley, Hawaii and 
Stanwell when there was a toilet 
block on the point where we all take 
off from now. Plus several shots of 

/: 
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Steve P. landing on top of the 
monument. 

With over 50 people ill attendance 
the night was definitely a success. 

Everyone is invited to the 
meetings held at the 
STANWELL C.W.A. HALL 
on the first Sunday of every 
month. 
Theres always something 
going on (public rapes, 
indoor spot landing comps, 
hang gliding slides etc.) so 
come along and bring some 
friends. 
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OBSERVATIONS OF AN INTERMEDIATE PILOT 

By Michael Bierton 

After reading Brian Hayhows article on The 
Intermediate Syndrome' (Dec. 85), I thought to myself 
some people must be crazy. I won't let this happen to 
me. I've just re-read the article because after some 
reflection on some things I've done with my flying, I 
could call myself a prime example. 

Now I don't think anybody likes admitting to 
mistakes, but I've had to, before I maybe hurt myself 
or someone else. This might sound dramatic, but it is 
quite possible that I could. Okay, so what am I talking 
about? On three separate occasions I have done 
something that either was bad technique or over
confidence, and could have been really dangerous: 

1. 3rd May '86 - top landed at Merewether successfully. 
2. 13th June - bad takeoff at Forresters Beach. 
3. 10th August - another bad takeoff at Forresters Beach 
and a successful landing in the field behind. 

On both of the takeoffs, in similar blustery conditions, 
I have let the nose pop up and have been in difficulty 
before the low tree line at the end of the takeoff. I may 
have thought then, and for a while after, that I was 
under control. After thinking about what the resident 
safety officer said to me after I landed over the back, 
now I believe I could have been in trouble. 

My top landing at Merewether was fine except for my 
preparation. Not my preparation in flying, but on the 
ground before the flight TALKING to any local pilots 
about the best conditions for an allempt, and what to 
expect. Three weeks previous, we had been flying and I 
had watched local pilots landing on top. Even though I 
watched many top landings, this does not give you as 
good an idea as TALKING to people who know about 
it. A resident pilot congratulated me on the landing, 
which gives your ego a boost like you wouldn't 
believe. Then, when another pilot came down to the 
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site, the first pilot sent him over to me to ask me how 
I had planned the landing. Luckily, I had got 
everything right, but what might have happened if I 
didn't. 

Likewise, my landing over the back at Forresters was 
fine. But, I didn't TALK to anybody beforehand, or 
even ask the resident S.O. if I may try it. I launched at 

Mick Colts, Merewether, Foil 155 

the start of the flight into conditions that I doubt I will 
launch into again. At least not in a Gyro 2 180. The 
first 45mins I spent with the bar pulled in, arms 
aching, pointing straight into the wind, wondering how 
I was going to get to the headwind beach landing, and 

what I was going to do if the wind had 
got stronger. I was lucky again, the 
wind eased and I ended up with a great 
2hr fly . 

Then, my overconfidence came back. In 
2hrs I had changed from, "I really should 
not be up here. This is crazy." to "That 
was a good fly. Since I picked up this 
cloudsuck, I may as well land over the 
"back." So, following two other pilots 
with 8yrs flying between them, away I 
went. Both of them were in high
performance gliders, but all I saw were 
people in hang gliders, and anyway 
wasn't I flying a hang glider as well? I 
finished the leg over to the field above 
the spot landing cross at about 300'. 
Bled off my height with some figure 



eights, dropped into hang, pulled 
the bar in expecting wind gradient, 
and landed right in the middle of the 
area we're allowed to land in. 

How happy was I? Had a 'great' 
fly, then did a good landing away 
from a beach. My enthusiasm 
quickly disappeared when the 
resident S.O. who had seen me go 
over the back, drove up and had a 
quiet chat to me. If I was 
considering doing this, why didn't I 
ask questions about what to expect? 
Like the S.O. said, "What if the 
horizontal component had been 
greater over here, than at the 
beach?" Now I realize I would have 
landed going backwards probably in 
the darn that's there for the cows. 
Sort of takes the shine off your 
perfonnance. I wasn't told off, but 
I was given an idea as to what 
could have happened had everything 
not been like it was. Then, the 
S.O.asked me how it all went. 
Maybe I'm wrong, but he appeared 
pleased with my effort. That still 

doesn't detract from the fact that I 
had not TALKED to anyone, 
especially the S.O. He would have 
been happy to talk to me, answer 
my questions, and then make his 
recommendations based on his 
years of experience, and knowledge 
of the site. That's what they are 
there for. With only a PR2 and 7 
& a half hrs airtime, I made a 
decision that he may have not made 
simply because he knows 
something that I do not. 

I don't think I'm the only one of us 
in this situation out there. We are 
all in this sport for the fun of it and 
the safety officers are there to help 
us, as are all more experienced 
pilots. If one won't help, I'm sure 
someone else will. I have been 
brought down a peg and to Dave 
(my apologies for not knowing 
your surname) from Forresters, I 
am thankful for what you said. You 
have made me realise something I 
probably didn't want to believe. 

After all this, what I am trying to 

KURNEll SAND DUNES 

point out is that there is no 
substitute for experience. No pilot 
wants to see another pilot hurt, so 
ASK QUESTIONS. My attitude 
has chan ged. I used to talk to 
people, ther. r ·,vas sOfuing, and all 
of a sudden I 'knew' I could handle 
anything. It doesn't work that way. 
I will be a lot more inquisitive 
from now on. 

I just hope that in reading thjs, that 
other people, similar to myself, 
will realise that they are the same 
and alter their approach to their 
flying. There is always someone 
else flying near you, and there may 
be spectators when you are landing, 
and they can be at risk due to our 
over-confidence. 
To quote Brian Hayhow: 
'So work hard, take the time to 
watch and question the more 
advanced fliers, be open to 
constructive criticism and above 
all, be patient.' 

Now please excuse me, "May I take 
off?" 

NO MORE FREE FLYING AT KURNELL 
After considerable discussion with the private owner of the dunes at Kurnell, Mr P. Holt 

has written to us advising the following: 
1) Hang gliding schools ONLY will be allowed access to their land, 
subject to each school entering into an agreement with Besmaw P/L ( a 
member of the Holt Group). 
2) Individual members are NOT allowed access to their land for hang 
gliding (although this may change in the future) . 
3) Only certain areas are permitted to be used for teaching purposes. 

Kurnell peninsula is going through a period of change and we are very fortunate to 
have retained teaching rights at Kurnell. Understandably, any hang gliding school 

that makes money by teaching at Kurnell must pay the landowner for that privilege and 
we should thank Mr Holt for allowing us to teach there at such minimal cost. 
Remember that the easiest alternative would have been to ban hang gliding 

completely. 

To maintain our privileges at the dunes it is important that all members adhere 
to Mr Holt's guidelines. Any unauthorised persons, with or without hang gliders, 

on his dunes from now on may be prosecuted as trespassers. The whole area is to be 
fenced in and only those authorised allowed entry. 

If anyone is in doubt about hang gliding at the dunes please phone me 
(Phil Mathewson) on 398 2902AH or 251 2704BH. 
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Since the advent of 
enclosed crossbar gliders, 
putting your treasured Box 
Brownie out on the wing has 
become a bit of a problem. 
The Foil, however has a nifty 
little zipper to access the 
leading edge/ crossbar 
junction. Besides access for 
inspection and assembly this 
feature enables a simple 
camera mount to be fitted. 

Because the mount is 
designed to saddle over any 
type of tubing about 4 - 5cm 
in diameter it is suitable for 
keels and exposed Xbar gliders 
as well. Included with this 
article is a photo taken from 
my first try of the camera 
mount. Unfortunately my 
feet are missing but they're 
pretty ugly anyway. 

The materials required 
are a piece of Xbar (IOcm 
long) material, a 30cm length 
of down tube, 3 pieces of 
aluminium sheet 2x5cm, 
2x60mm hose clamps, a 
lOx lOcm piece of neoprene 
rubber (eg wet suit material) 
and some pop rivets or small 
nuts and bolts. Try to avoid 
cannibalising your glider. 

The Xbar material is 
cut in half down its axis. 
Then the three pieces of Al 
which shall become the 
support brackets are rivetted/ 
bolted/ screwed onto the end 

B,,~ «ndo socke.\:-~'!Pe 
bi cy cle \;3~l clamp. 
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of the downtube. A minimum of 2 fixings for each bracket is important for 
keeping the whole affair strong and rigid. 

Then simply bend the pieces of Alum. so that the down tube sits on the 
piece of Xbar about 20 degrees from the vertical. Fix the whole lot together. 
Glue a piece of neoprene onto the inside of the Xbar material. This not only 
helps the whole lot sit steadily but also stops your expensive wings from getting 
scratched. 

The means to fix the actual camera to the down tube will depend on your 
own set up. You can buy one of those over-priced, purpose made ball and socket 
mounts or you could use one of those plastic bicycle light mounting brackets for 
about $4. These are sometimes used to mount varios. The higher price of 
purpose made mounts is probably better insurance for your camera but I chose 
the latter because it was handy. As long as some sort of safety string is used the 
plastic mounting is fine. Most cameras have a hole underneath to accept a 1/4" 
whitworth bolt. My camera is one of those idiot (not H.G. pilot) proof auto 
everthing 35mm jobs which despite its apparent simplicity gives fairly good 
results. Remember to make a counterweight for 

the other side. Make it a part of your pre-flight 
check to see this item is attached or your flight 
path may become erratic. Also remember to 
remove it when you have finished with the 
camera - Things hidden up inside the wing are 
easy to forget. 

Finally take care to ensure that the mour.t 
doesn't interfere with the normal operation of the 
glider. 

This camera mount is quick and easy 
(about 5mins for the lot) to set up. I hate 
fiddling with equipment whilst there is flying to 
be done. The mount is versatile as it can be 
attached to almost any extremity of the glider and 
pointed at almost any angle. So fly high and 
shoot straight. 

Flying past easterly tlo at Stanwell 
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1985 / 1986 X/C LEAGUE FINAL STANDINGS 

PIWr Flt 1 Flt 2 Flt 3 Flt4 Flt 5 

NEl.'lAND ItIrk 31O.4De 51.6Rc 73.31'u 119.6Gc 109.1Gc 
1000 1000 872 779 711 

BLEN<INSOP Steve 153.4Gc 87.9Ru 63.3Ru 133.3Gc 93.4Gc 
1000 908 876 868 608 

IWUXlNTim 153.4Gc 264.4De 246.0De 37.7Ru 66.8Gc 
1000 851 792 557 435 

fDJIlBARD Guy 73.31'u 119.6Gc 43.4Ru 109.1Gc JO.2Ru 
872 779 735 711 535 

Q.JJ1illl;S Denis B4.arc 109.1Gc 80.0Cc 139.6De 101.7Dc 
1000 711 521 449 327 

ClLBOO Oemis 72.2Tu 81.3Gc 80.0Cc 58.0Cc 114.9De 
859 529 521 378 370 

KEU..Y Paul BB.2Gc 87.6Gc 160.8De 40 . ffiu 133. 3De 
574 571 518 508 429 

FLENI'JE Phi 1 48.9Ru 142.5De 66.9Gc 64.0Cc 41.8Gc 
723 459 436 417 272 

a..ElAND Paul 86 . 3Gc 163.0De 135.1De 59.2Gc 72. IDe 
562 525 435 385 232 

H.JNl'ER O1ris 73.4Tu 58.3Gc lOB.ODe 86.4De 39.2Gc 
873 380 347 278 255 

KAI1BAS George 59.STu 63.7Gc 58.3Gc 92.4De 39.6Gc 
711 415 380 297 258 

SMlTIl Coerge 36.0Rc 25.2Rc 25.2Rc 33.0Cc 42.2Dc 
697 488 488 215 135 

'IUI..LOQj Geof f 80.0Cc 122.1De 57.8Gc 89 .9De BB.1De 
521 393 376 289 283 

PE1RIE David 6O.5Tu 104.1Gc 57 .8Gc 
720 678 376 

!1)LLISON Pau 1 51.4Tu 125. 2Dc 91.2De B4.3De 
611 403 293 271 

SANDLER Stephen 108.8Gc 135 .8De 51.9De 45.6De 
709 437 167 146 

GAI1ANI' Erro 1 SO. Dec 41.8Gc 75.9De 71.5De 59.2De 
521 272 244 2JO 190 

DAVIES Robert 109.3De 45.0Cc 4O.6Gc SO.lDe 33.9De 
352 293 264 161 109 

FlMElU Gary 146.2De 113.4De 83.2De 
471 365 268 

Wa<ER Scott 133.1De 121. 2Dc 62.5De 
428 390 201 

GRAHAM O1ris 1l0.3De 96. ODe 78.8De 
355 309 253 

SMITIl Greg 38.ORc 34.9De 
736 112 

svms Birgit 127.3De 34 .4De 34.4De 11.8Gc 
410 110 110 76 

LEE Wayne 75.1De 70.8De 70.8De 
241 228 228 

HILL Ken SO.OC 
521 

mrr Myles 140.4De 
452 

JENSEN Ken 75.1De 25.5De 22.7Oc 
241 82 73 

DAVIE Gary 46.2Dc 34.6De 18. ODe 
148 111 57 

HAYlniBryan 39.2Gc 
255 

MAa.EAN Ian 18.5De 18.0De 12.0De 
59 57 38 

IDrAL 

4363 

4262 

3637 

3634 

J010 

2659 

2602 

2308 

2140 

2135 

2062 

2025 

1864 

1775 

15SO 

1460 

1459 

1180 

1104 

1020 

918 

848 

708 

697 

521 

452 

397 

318 

255 

156 

The Cross 
season. 
Newland. 
Svens. 
trophy. 

Country League is finished for the 1985 
Congratulations to the winner Mark 
The ladies section was won by Birgit 

South Australia wins the Bill Poole 

The competition has been sucessful with one World 
Record being set. This was by Denis Cummings for 
his 84 kilometre triangle. The change in format 
has been welcomed by the pilots drivers with more 
pilots atempting flights over set courses. 

Statistics for the submitted flights are: 

Numbers Pts/km 

Open distance flights 104 607. 3.22 
Nominated goal f Ugh ts 44 267. 6.52 
Ou t and returns completed 5 37. 19.38 
Out and returns uncompleted 8 57. 
Triangles completed 2 17. 11.91 
Triangles uncompleted 8 57. 

Tota 1 171 
Total Distance flown 12042km 

Remember that the XC League is being conducted 
for 1986/7 season. Entries are now open. Send to: 
Paul Mollison, 8 Brown St reet, ADAMSTOWN. N.S.W. 
-2289 

Key: 
##.#xx 
Score 

xx;::; Dc 
Gc 
Tu 
Tc 
Ru 
Rc 

open distance 
nominated goal 
uncompleted triangle 
completed triangle 
uncompleted out & return 
completed out & return 

ANTIPODIAL TRIVIA 

Reprint from AOPA Information 
Service, United Kingdom, April 
1986. 

All readers are warned that HANG GLIDERS-, which 
over the last few years have been launched from 
numerous hill sites, are being wire-launched from 
various places. Reports indicate that on occasion 
these machines have stayed on the wire to heights 
approaching 4000' (apparently up to 8000 ft in the 
United States!) and this new activity is likely to take 
place almost anywhere. A suitable winch vehicle is 
driven to a suitable open site and it just happens. 
The hang glider itself may be difficult to see, but 
piano wire is invisible to a pilot who flies through. 
There is nothing illegal in this operation and little, 
at this stage, that AOP A or any other safety
conscious body can do to safeguard the situation for 
regular airspace users, but we feel that we should 
notify you of this potential hazard. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR , 

To trike or not to .. 

Dear Ernie, 
I have a few open ended questions 
re the adoption by HGFA of all 
poor orphaned trikes. Maybe the 
Cairns Crowd have a few to add to 
this apprehensive list. OR maybe 
SOMEONE's got some answers -
--------- why are we not discussing 
this issue? 

First, what'll happen to our 
insurance premium, billy knows. 
At present their pilots do not need 
any knowledge of DOA regulations 
as we do, they may be quite 
untested, untrained and 
undisciplined. As has been argued, 
they DO NOT all fly hang gliders. 
Some of them may fly hang gliders 
also. 

Second, who's going to set up their 
Rating System ------ we can't even 
be nice about one for ourselves! 

And then, just when the skies fell 
silent ------ along came this oil 
spraying, smoke belching, noisy 
"rattle rag", and the guy yells at 
me, "Hey! mate; you want a tow?" 

And------ how to ruin a student's 
perception of HANG GLIDING in 
one easy lesson - probably his fIrst -
AND get paid for it! 

I am sure there are very reasonable 
rationales for aerial towing, and the 
use of trikes in teaching hang glider 
pilots ------- but who gives a 
butchers. I'm a purist. Lee drives 
a Datsun, he's no purist, but even 
he wouldn't have one of those rattle 
rags back 0 ' Bourke. Next time 
you're flying over Lake Eyre watch 
out for a shortish fellow with a 
handlebar moustache, wearing a full 
wetsuit, tanks, flippers, goggles, 
snorkel and the works. He'll never 
get off the ground - we've told him 
he's got it all wrong. 

I find it hard to see how trikes ~nd 
hang gliders mix. I'm sure their 
advantages for us will be far 
outweighed by the complications 
caused by introducing powered 
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weight-shift ultralights. Talk 
about a bull in the dove cage! 

If we are fair dinkum about doing 
something for instruction, why not 
put the energy into a protective 
insurance policy to cover an 
instructor's liability in the event of 
an injured student sueing? 

What about the public? Don't they 
already see trikes and hang gliders 
as one and the same? Sure, but the 
"public" can't distinguish between 
para-gliding and parachuting, or 
between ballooning and blimping. 
They can't understand the essential 
difference, and don't care to. 
Incorporating trikes could only 
make it worse. 

What about Skysailor? Just think 
a whole new dimension to the 
magazine ----- all those beaut 
things that interest trikers. Props 
and engines, reductions and gears, 
mufflers and malfunctions! Great; 
free grease samples in a slick new 
oily magazine. Time for all us 
purists to go into catatonic 
withdrawal with our back issues. 
Rangie's already telecryptic. 

Well Ernie, what about it? Who 
the hell is Ernie?! Everyone 
knows. He flies the fastest "milk 
cart" in the north! 

S.Newell 
for "Cap. Rap" 

Larry Two Doors and UP Glidezilla blast off Kossen during 85 Masters 

(Phils reply - Well, from one Dear Geoff 
Ernie to another, HGFA has only Several points regarding Trikes. 
taken on Trikes for one year. Its We all know the advantages: trike 
up to you to lobby, coerse, cajole, towing, instruction tools, use in 
annoy and convince your Stale comps to establish the tasks and so 
Assn.to drop Trikes after the 12 on, not to mention that virtually 
months is up. You can bet your only HG pilots fly them. 
Reeboks that it'll be a hot topic al 
the next Convention (July 87). 
PS . There's nc way HGFA would 
allow our hang gliding insurance 
premium per capita to be increased 
lO accomodale Trikes. 
PPS. Of course Administrators 
fly, you mutoid.) 

David Julian stated in his recent 
letter that one point against trikes 
is: "since some trikes will probably 
be used irresponsibly anyway, it's 
better if we have nothing to do 
with any form of powered flying". 



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Continued .. 

In response to this, the general public and many 
power pilots are quite uneducated as to any 
difference between a trike and a hang glider. 
They just call them hang gliders with a motor. 

For example, as NSWHGA Safety Director, I 
have twice in the last two years received 
complaints from power pilots via DOA 
regarding infringement of airspace by a 'hang 
glider possibly with a motor'. 

On the same note I have received at least as 
many complaints about hang gliders doing the 
same thing - the pilots were caught! 

We are tarred with the same brush because there 
is no distinction in the eyes of the public. In 
other words, if some other group has control 
over trikes, and we don't, and a trike causes 
problems, then we will be the ones to suffer. 
For example, some HG pilots in Quecnsland and 
NSW have had to convince the appropriate 
public authorities that HGFA has nothing, as 
yet, to do with trikes in order to retain flying 
sites. 

Also most power pilots (from all reports) have 
difficulty in many cases telling if an aircraft is a 
trike or glider from any distance let alone hear 
any motor over their own. 

The Gliding Federation of Australia (GFA) also 
had this 'purist' dilemma with the introduction of 
powered sailplanes but soon adopted them with 
no problems when the advantages were realised. 

Hang gliding is becoming more sophisticated 
and we can use this valuable tool. You don't 
have to fly trikes or read articles about them if 
you don't want to. 

Things like certification, ratings and 
administration have largely been worked out due 
to the efforts of the people like the Duncans. 

To Dave Julian - thanks for an unbiased letter 
and inspiring others (myself included) to write 
in. 

Regards 
Forrest Park 
NSWHGA Safety Director 

Winter perils 

SAFETY 
Bitler cold It was, wind 10-15 straight orf 
Kosciusko. Wore several sweaters and a nylon 
jacket, the hood rolled up behind my neck. 
Winched to about 800 ft where i had my first 
weak link break. 

Capricorn Skyriders fanatics at Dululu sailplane strip 

Pulled in, swung into prone and WHAMMY!, almost blacked 
out. Somehow my jacket etc. rode up and jammed under the 
back of my helmet, which then rotated forward over my eyes, 
knocking off my prescription glasses and wiping out the 
scenery. 

Pushing, tugging, swearing and blaspheming had no effect. 
All I could see was a narrow slit of blurred light straight down 
over my checks. And I started to choke as the helmet strap had 
seized the opportunity to slide up behind my chin in an 
attempt to garotte me. 

With the fates thus more or less arrayed contra, I decided to let 
my trusty Mega 2 do the flying, and it obligingly landed me 
back near take off, though on the wrong side of the fence. 

Moral 
If you prefer to fly the old-fashioned way, with full vision and 
breathing, you might consider having the strap on the point of 
your chin rather than behind it, and having nothing bulky 
around your neck that could blind or throttle you given half a 
chance. Otherwise make sure your kite knows the quickest 
way home. 

Steve Hocking 14481 

Tallows Ridge - Cape Byron - the time warp 
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I.ETTERS TO THE EDITOR Continued .. 

A 2nd look at 1st aid 
I must congratulate Mike Fuery for 
his excellent First Aid article in the 
July Skysailor. I must also thank 
him for saving me from writers 
cramp as I had just started a First 
Aid article myself when the postie 
brought me my Skysailor. 
Yippee!! Drop the pen and paper. 
It was then I found that Mike had 
saved me the trouble. Thanks 
mate. 

However, Mike did miss one point, 
that is the explanation of RI.C.E.' 
near the end of the article. I'd say 
Mike noticed this when he read his 
own Skysailor, so Mike, I hope I 
save your wrist in return. 

R.LC.E. refers to the general 
management of closed or contused 
wounds, or simply bruising worthy 
of attention. These are caused by 
falls or blows against hard objects 
(or hang glider crashes). 

The signs are: pain, swelling, 
tenderness and the onset of bruising 
(which may not be apparent at fIrst) 
The treatment is: RICE: 
Rest casualty and injured part 
Ice or cold packs 
!:ompression bandaging over site 
Elevate the part 
This prevents the injury becoming 
worse and promotes recovery 

If a broken bone is suspect then 
treat as ~uch 

In both cases, transport the patient 
to the hospital for further 
treatment 

28 September 

As Mike said in his article, the 
above is quite a general statement 
on fIrst aid and I recommend you 
all do a St Johns or Red Cross 
First Aid Course. Send the receipt 
(around $40 - $50) to HGF A and 
you will be totally refunded. 

(Phil's note - as well as your 
official receipt you will need to 
send us a photostat of the First 
Aid Certificate which will 
arrive 2-4 weeks after the 
completion of the course. Then 
we'll refund the money. This 
applies to all HGFA members). 



MARKET PLACE 

Please note that this section is 
provided as a service to current 
HGFA members only. Non-HGFA 
members pay $5 per ad. Schools 
and manufacturers may not 
advertise more than two items in 
this section. 

GlR 175 (PR3) 
Dark green and white, Al cond., 
12mths new, $1400 
Bob Barnes (065) 540416 

COCOON HA.RNESS 
with parachute outer pack, 5'8"-
5'10" pilot, in good condo $110 
ono. 
Phone Vince (02) 5226005. 

ST ANWELL SOARING CENTRE 
SUP HARNESS 
Low hours with stunning colours, 
$320 
SPORT KELLER SUP 
HARNESS 
Red, excellent cond., $320 
HELMET, white, small to 
medium, $30. 
Phone Bruce (042) 673190 

COCOON HARNESS 
suit 5'6"-5'10" , good condo $100 
ono. 
PROBE 165 (PR3) 
Lovely glider, just like a 162 only 
cheaper, $1200 
Call Bruce (02) 389 5218 

SABRE 177 (PR3) 
White mainsail and undersurface 
hot pink LIE, speed bar and VB,' 
$1250 0no 
Phone Michael (049)52 4856 after 
8pm. 

MOYES MARS 170 (PRl) 
Good condition, white mainsail, 
black LIE, pink undersurface, low 
hours, $1l00 
HARNESS Moyes backpack with 
parachute, grey with pink and silver 
trim, suit 5'10" - 6' p ilot, good 
condition, $3000. 
Phone Shane (049) 63 5392 

MOYES BACKPACK COCOON 
HARNESS 
5'6"-5'8", excellent cond., hardly 
used, $200 
WANTED -6' cocoon or apron 
harness. Will buy or exchange for 
above. . 
Phone Jo or Ron (02) 387 4741 

MARS 150 (PRl), orange and 
white, very little flying time, VG 
cond., Sell for $1100 or swap for 
180 Mars or Gyro in similar condo 
Here's a chance to get the glider 
suitable for you little pilots. 
Phone Glenn on 064876215 or 
060 761145 

GT 170 (PR 3) 
Lemon VIS, blue LIE, white 
mainsail, sweet handling glider in 
good condition with french 
connection. 
PA COCOON HARNESS, $80 or 
free with glider. 
Phone Craig on (065) 592 713 

MOYES MEGA 2 (PR 1) 
Blue leading edge, white sail, 
swivel X- bar, approx. 175 sq. , 
well maintained and trimmed by 
Moyes factory, good beginners 
kite. 
Phone Ron (02) 398 7931 after 
4.30 pm 

lRIKE 
Two seat trainer modified Robin 
440 with 210 wing, $4500. 
Phone (02) 682 1820 

PROBE 165 (PR 3) 
Green LIE, white mainsail, flies 
well, $850. 
Phone Kev (02) 949 4550 

SKYLANDS ALTAIR 165 (PR 2) 
A great training through to 
intermediate glider, features swivel 
tips and pu ll-back cross-bar 
retention system (same as double 
surface gliders). Colours are 
yellow, burgundy and white. All 
nuts, bolts and screws recently 
replaced. $1000. 
Phone (02) 398 1920 (AR) 
or (02) 290 3066(BR) 

WEDGE 160 (PR 1) 
Flies excellent and still looks new. 
Never damaged and treated kindly 
by careful owner. Plus 
INSlRVMENT SET with 
altimeter and vario, stirrip harness. 
All you need to get started. The lot 
$950. 
Phone Guy (02) 570 8635 AH 
(02) 699 9052 BH 

MOYES MARS 190 (PRl) 
Great for the slightly heavier pilot, 
good cond., 18 mths new, no 
stacks (touch wood), green LIE 
white main, floating X-bar plus 
spare upright, $1100 
Phone Ken Selfe (02) 797 9135 or 
8884884 

COCOON HARNESS 
Buggered if I know who made it 
but it's blue with a red parachute 
container, $80 
Phone Geoff (02) 909 1756 

FOIL 155 (PR3) 
Black LIE, yellow and gold VIS, 
white mainsail, mint cond., $1800 
PARACHUTE, $220. COCOON 
HARNESS, as new ,suit pilot 5'4"-
5'6" , $200. HAND FAIRINGS, 
one small pair, one medium pair 
$20 pair. AFRO Owens Valley 
8000a $550. Also mapboard $10. 
Tow Bridle $15. 
Leaving the sport sale. 
Phone (049) 977272 

GlR 162 (PR3) 
Blue, light blue, white, sandwich 
sail, no flutter, $1300 or near offer. 
Phone Dennis Gilbert (042) 
285204 

Ex comp SABRE 177 (PR4) 
mylar,VB, speed bar, any offers 
GYRO 2 160 (PRl) 
2 hours airtime, $1650 
Phone Forrest Park 02 450 2186 
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CE Continued .. 

MOYES GT 170 (PR3) 
Blue leading edge and undersurface, 
white mainsail, red keel pocket, 
nice handling, glider in good nick. 
Must sell. $800 
Phone Wayne (075) 584267 

PROBE 1 165 (PR 3) 
Rainbow, good condition - recently 
had complete factory overhaul, 
mellow handling and superb lifting 
wing. COCOON HARNESS 
blue, suit 5'7" - 5'10". Bargain 
price for both items $950 or will 
separate. 
Phone Graemme (077) 751224 

KASPERWlNG - SUNBlRD 
ULIRALIGHT 
Better than trike performance, 12/1 
LD and soarable sink rate, a 
genuine motor glider no expense 
spared, 440 Kawasaki, elec. start 
manta reduction, big dia. wheels, 
gold anodized frame, gold sail, with 
pod (enclosed cockpit) kit. Need 
money must sell $3000 or best 
offer, all offers considered. 
Phone Mahl Oakes (071) 434568 

LINK (Rigid Wing) 
A foldable Mitchell Wing, 100% 
double surface, solid sound 
construction along lines of Fledge 
3, would suit wing for trike. Must 
sell $900 or best offer, all offers 
considered. 
Phone Mahl Oakes (071) 434 568 

IRIKE 
Fully strengthened Meteor 190 
with Kawasaki motor, triple blade 
adj. pitch prop and ballistic back up 
chute. And a trailor, $3000 or swap 
for Holden or Falcon (HQ or XA 
onwards) in good condition or cash 
adjustment. 
Phone Jack (071) 834881 

MOYES MARS 170 (PRl) 
Yellow and white (yellow leading 
edge), very good condition, $1000 
COCOON HARNESS to suit 
around 5'7"-5'9" pilot, complete 
with 2 y.o.parachute (never used), 
regularly repacked, $380 
Parachutes Australia ALTIMETER 
with wrist strap and bracket, $100. 
Hall AIR SPEED INDICATOR 
with bracket, $25 
Phone Mark (03) 439 6282, (03) 
633270 

MOYES GTS 170 (PIO) 
White sandwich cloth mainsail 
yellow undersurface. This glid~r is 
in good condition and flies well. 
Includes batten profile, factory 
manual and pitch connection, $980 
Phone Ian (03) 555 4810 AH (03) 

. 7628292 BH 

MAGIC III (PR3) 
All white sandwich cloth mainsail 
rainbow VIS, white tempercote LJE 
pocket, red keel pocket, faired 

kingpost and uprights, speed bar, 
variable geometry, excellent cond., 
$17000no. 
TANDY IRC 218 5watt, 6 
channel radio with batteries 
charger, boom mike, remot~ switch 
with external speaker, hand held 
mike, 2 1/4 wave drop wire aerials 
(pre-swered) and radio bracket, $180 
the lot. 
HARNESS - cocoon with water 
ballast containers (two by 7.5 
litres), glider bag storage, chute 
container, black with yellow stripe, 
specially made including carry bag 
, $180 ono. 
Contact Ian O'Neill (03) 877 1440 
AH 

MARS 170 (PRl) 
yellow mainsail and red leading 
edge, very low flying time, sail 
still crisp like new, with owners 
manual, was $1800 will sell 
$1300. 
Tel Wayne Nelson 295 1331 AH 

MAGIC IV 166 (PR3) 
4 months new with the works, 
dacron sail, blue and white 
exponential, light handling, $2300 
ono. 
Phone Garry on (08) 381 6732 
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83 1st Australian National 
1st New Zealand Nationals 

83-85 Australian World Team Member 

86 1st Flatlands Competition 

ALAN DANIEL 

JUST ONE EXAMPLE OF THE DEPTH 
OF EXPERIENCE HERE AT ENTERPRISE WINGS 


